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DECISION
Econg, J.:
Assailed via ordinary appeal is the .Judgmerit! dated May
30,2018 of the Regional Trial Court of Ligao City, Albay, Branch
14 (RTC) in Criminal Case No. 7723, finding accused-appellant
Maria
Concepcion
M. Serrano
(Serrano)
guilty beyond
reasonable doubt of the crime of Malversation of Public Funds
or Property, defined and penalized under Article 21 72 of the

pp. 157-172. Penned by Presiding Judge Edwin C. Ma-alat,
2 Article 217. Malversation
offunds or property. - Presumption of malversation. - Any public
officer who, by reason of the duties of his office, is accountable for public funds or
property, shall appropriate the same, or shall take or misappropriate or shall consent,
or through abandonment or negligence, shall permit any other person to take such
I
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Revised Penal Code (RPC), as amended, and sentencing her to
suffer the indeterminate penalty of imprisonment of 17 years
and 6 months to 19 years, both of reclusion temporal maximum,
with the accessory penalty of perpetual special disqualification
and to pay a fine of Php5, 138,880.55, representing the amount
misappropriated.
By way of civil liability, accused-appellant
was also
directed by the RTC to pay the NFA Php5,138,880.55
representing the total stock accountability during her tenure as
Senior Grains Operations Officer IIjWarehouse Supervisor II of
the NFA-owned warehouse in Ligao City from March 22, 1987
to January 23, 2003. This amount shall bear legal interest at
the rate of 6% per annum from July 8, 2011, the date of receipt
of the written demand to pay her accountabilities.:'
Although Republic Act (R.A.) 10951, the law adjusting the
penalties for malversation, was not yet in force at the time of the
commission of the offense, the RTC gave the new law a
retroactive effect, insofar as it favored accused-appellant
by
reducing the penalty that shall be imposed against her.
Under the old law, the proper penalty for the amount
Serrano malversed is reclusion perpetua. However, with the
amendment
introduced under R.A. No. 10951, the proper
imposable penalty corresponding
to the amount
Serrano

public funds or property, wholly or partially, or shall otherwise be guilty of the
misappropriation or malversation of such funds or property shall suffer:
1. The penalty of prision correccional in its medium and maximum periods, if the
amount involved in the misappropriation or malversation does not exceed two
hundred pesos.
2. The penalty of prision mayor in its minimum and medium periods, if the amount
involved is more than two hundred pesos but does not exceed six thousand pesos.
3. The penalty of prision mayor in its maximum period to reclusion temporal in its
minimum period, if the amount involved is more than six thousand pesos but is
less than twelve thousand pesos.
4. The penalty of reclusion temporal, in its medium and maximum periods, if the
amount involved is more than twelve thousand pesos but is less than twenty-two
thousand pesos. If the amount exceeds the latter, the penalty shall be reclusion
temporal in its maximum period to reclusion perpetua.
In all cases, persons guilty of malversation shall also suffer the penalty of perpetual
special disqualification and a fine equal to the amount of the funds malversed or equal
to the total value of the property embezzled.
The failure of a public officer to have duly forthcoming public funds or property with
which he is chargeable, upon demand by any duly authorized officer, shall be prima
facie evidence that he has put such missing funds or property to personal use.
3 RTC Judgment, rollo, p. 172.
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malversed, is the lighter sentence of reclusion temporal in its
medium and maximum periods.

The Facts
On June 23,2015, Serrano was charged with Malversation
of Public Funds or Property in an Information+ which reads:
That from 27 March 1997 to 23 January 2003, or
sometime prior or subsequent thereto, in Ligao City, Albay,
Philippines, and within the jurisdiction of this Honorable
Court, accused MARIACONCEPCIONM. SERRANO,a public
officer, being then the Senior Grains Operations [Officer, sic]
II/Warehouse Supervisor II of the National Food Authority
(NFA), Ligao City, Albay, and as such, accountable for
warehouse stocks received and/ or entrusted to her by reason
of the duties of her office, taking advantage of her official
position and committing the offense in relation to her office,
did then and there, willfully, unlawfully and feloniously take,
misappropriate or convert to her personal use and benefit, or
through abandonment or negligence, permit another to take,
various quantity of stocks under her charge or custody
consisting of palay, local rice, certified seeds, imported sugar
and DKB (Darak), amounting to Five Million One Hundred
Thirty Eight Thousand Eight Hundred Eighty and 55/100
Pesos
(Php5,] 38,880.55),
representing
her
stock
accountability shortage, which items or amount accused
failed to account for or return/restitute
despite demand by
NFA, to the damage and prejudice of the government in the
above-stated amount and properties.
CONTRARYTO LAW.

Serrano was the Senior Grains Operations Officer
IIjWarehouse Supervisor II of the National Food Authority (NFA)
from 1 December 1987 to 15 August 2015.5 She was designated
Warehouse Supervisor of the NFA-ownedwarehouse in Calzada,
Ligao City on March 18, 1997, and also supervised smaller NFAoperated warehouses leased from private persons." Her main
duties include supervision and control of warehousing
operations regarding proper storage of NFA stocks."
The NFA-AlbayProvincial Office (NFAAlbay) conducted a
complete examination of stock availability of NFA-owned and

5

Rollo, p. 100.
RTC Judgement,

6

Id. at 166.

7

Id. at 157.

4
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operated warehouses
in Ligao City on February 25, 2011,
covering the period from March 23, 1997 to January 22,2003.8
It consisted of the examination of the Warehouse Stock Receipts
(WSRs) and Warehouse Stocks Issue (WSIs) prepared by the
accused-appellant
for every stock respectively received and
removed from the warehouse under her supervision." The
Summary of Complete Examination of Stocks Accountability
prepared
by NFA Albay disclosed that accused-appellant
incurred stock shortages in two NFA-operated warehouses and
the NFA-owned warehouse in Ligao City. 10
As standard NFA policy and in recognition of extraneous
factors which may affect the quantity and quality of the stocks
stored in warehouses, a certain amount of tolerable allowance
(TOLA)or reduction in the gross weight, mass, or volume of the
stocks is applied, which results in the reduction of the total
stock shortage. The computation of the TOLA is made by the
Regional Tolerable Allowance Committee (RTAC).11 In the case
at bar, the stock shortages of the accused-appellant
before and
after the application of the TOLA were recorded by the RTC as
follows:

Palay
Local rice
IMR
Binlid
DKB
Cert. Seeds
Imp. Sugar

Quantity
Shortage

Total TOLA
Granted

Net of TOLA
(kg.)

183,027.400
231,836.418
82,126.823
9,920.00
39,300.770
3,200.000
4,205.000

169,134.188
28,625.931
82,126.823
9,920.00
22,716.515
No TOLA
No TOLA

14,333.282
203,201.487
0.000
0.000
16,584.255
3,200.000
4,205.000

Applying the replacement
cost per kilogram of the
particular grain shortages, the total shortages of the accusedappellant
was
computed
at
Php5,228,880.55.12
The
computation of this net shortage (after applying the TOLA) was
furnished the accused through a demand letter dated July 5,
2011,13 which she received on July 8, 2011.14 The accusedappellant did not contest or protest the stock examination
Id. at 166.
Id.
10 Id. at 166-167.
11 Id. at 167.
12 Id.
13 Id. at 156, 167.
14 Id. at 167.

8
9
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report or the TOLA computation applied to her shortages,
despite being given 30 days to do so. Instead, she made
payments
amounting
to Php90,000.
After crediting such
payments,
accused-appellant's
net
shortage
IS
15
Php5,138,880.55.
In view of the failure to produce the stocks or the amount
pertaining to the stock shortage, NFA Albay Provincial Manager
Yolanda R. Navarro filed a complaint against the accusedappellant before the Ombudsman, pursuant to an NFA Council
Resolution, on November 8, 2012. The Ombudsman found
probable cause and filed the Information for Malversation with
the RTC.16
The prosecution
presented
the following witnesses,
namely: (a) Yolanda R. Navarro, Provincial Manager, NFA Albay
(Navarro); (b) Marietta B. Montero, Cashier, NFA Albay; (c)
Myrna O. Navera, Provincial Accountant, NFA Albay (Navera);
(d) Edna R. De Guzman, Assistant Regional Manager, NFA
Region V (De Guzman); (e) Hazel Daep, Acting Regional
Accountant, NFA Region V, Legazpi City, Albay; and (fJ Emilia
Frial, State Auditor IV and former COA Resident Auditor, NFA
Albay (Frial).17
For her defense, accused-appellant
attributed the stock
shortages to three main causes, such as: (a) the dilapidated
condition of the NFA warehouse
made it susceptible
to
robbery /theft of the grains and its proximity to the ricefields
made it susceptible to uncontrolled pest manifestation; (b) The
stock examination/ audit by NFA Albay was not valid since the
same was not conducted by the COA Auditor as mandated by
law; and (c) The bond posted for the accused was intended to
cover any stock shortages. To corroborate her allegations,
accused-appellant
presented Nicolas Bulalacao, a retired NFA
Warehouse Supervisor and Regional Operations Officer, who
testified that it was normal for a warehouse supervisor to incur
losses of stocks due to pests, spillages and deterioration. He
supported
accused-appellant's
assertions
that
the NFA
warehouse was dilapidated and adjacent to ricefields. He is also
of the belief that losses arising from robbery and theft are not

16

Id. at 167.
Id. at 157.

17

Id. at 157-162.

15
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covered by TOLA but
accountable officer.t"

IS

covered by the bond posted

by the

The RTC Ruling
In a .Judgment-? dated May 30, 2018, the RTC found
Serrano guilty beyond reasonable
doubt of the crime of
Malversation of Public Funds or Property, and accordingly,
sentenced
her to suffer the indeterminate
penalty
of
imprisonment of 17 years and 6 months to 19 years, both of
reclusion temporal maximum, with the accessory penalty of
perpetual
special disqualification
and to pay a fine of
Php5, 138,880.55, representing the amount misappropriated.s?
By way of civil liability, accused-appellant
is directed to
pay the NFA Php5,138,880.55
representing
the total stock
accountability during her tenure as Senior Grains Operations
Officer II/Warehouse
Supervisor
II of the
NFA-owned
warehouse in Ligao City from March 22, 1987 to January 23,
2003. This amount shall bear legal interest at the rate of 6% per
annum from July 8, 2011, the date of receipt of the written
demand to pay her acc<iuntabilities.21
The RTC found that all the elements of the crime charged
have been established, to wit: (a) that the offender is a public
officer; (b) that she had custody or control of the funds or
property by reason of the duties of her office; (c) that those funds
or property were public funds or property for which she was
accountable;
and,
(d) that
she
appropriated,
took,
misappropriated
or consented or, through abandonment
or
negligence, permitted another person to take them.
Serrano was a public officer, being the Senior Grains
Operations II/Warehouse Supervisor II of the NFA, and she had,
supervision
and control of warehousing
operations,
which
include receiving, storing and issuing stocks and other property
accountabilities,
issuance
of corresponding
documentation,
and maintenance of records/stock
book and documents for all
warehouse transactions.
After a stock examination of NFAowned and operated warehouses in Ligao City was conducted,

18
19

20
21

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

at
at
at
at

168.
157-172.
17l.
172.
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stock shortages for the period of March 23, 1997 to January 22,
2003 were discovered, which Serrano failed to account for. The
RTC concluded that she misappropriated the said property.
The RTC also found accused-appellant's
defenses bereft of
factual and legal bases. Firstly, as to the contention that the
dilapidated condition of the warehouse and its location made it
susceptible
to robbery
or theft and uncontrolled
pest
infestation, the RTC held the tolerable allowance (TOLA), or
reduction in the gross weight, mass, or volume of stocks,
applied in accused-appellant's
case-palay
was reduced by
92.4%, "local rice" by 12.34% and Darak by 57.800/0-have
certainly covered all losses attributable
to pest and animal
incursions.
Losses allegedly due to robbery or theft were
unsubstantiated
by reports, except for bare statements of the
accused-appellant.
Hence, these cannot be a source of
reduction of accused-appellant's
Iiabilitics.e?
Secondly,
as
to the
contention
that
the
stock
examination/ audit conducted by NFA Albay was invalid as it
was not conducted by a COA Auditor, the RTC held that the
NFA has the authority to examine or audit the funds and
property of its accountable officers. Further, in the testimony of
NFA Albay's COA Resident Auditor from 1999 to 2010, she cited
two official communications
from COA and NFA, marked as
Exhibits "J" and "J-l," which upheld the authority ofNFA motu
proprio issue a demand letter to a stock accountable officer after
an audit finding of stock shortage.sThirdly and finally, as to the contention that the bond
posted by the accused-appellant
as an accountable officer was
intended to cover any stock shortage, the RTC held the bond
required by Sec. 101 (2) of the Government Auditing Code, or
P.D. 1445 is not intended to answer for any and all losses
attributable
to the accountable officer, which are due to his
deliberate or negligent acts. It ratiocinated that if such were the
case, then the law itself would appear to be condoning
malfeasance or nonfeasance of accountable officers.>'
Serrano thereafter filed a motion for reconsideration (MR),
contending that she cannot be found guilty based on the
evidence presented because: (a) witnesses presented by the

23

Id. at 168.
Id. at 169.

24

Id. at 170.
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prosecution (i.e., Yolanda Navarro and Edna R. de Guzman)
have no personal knowledge on the computation of the alleged
accountability of the accused; and (b) of the absence of a COA
Audit Report showing the alleged shortage and accountability of
the accused.
Her MR was denied by the RTC in an Order-" dated July
31, 2018. The RTC's disposition of her arguments deserve to be
cited in full, to wit:
After taking a second and equally intensive look at the
evidence, this court finds the instant motion to be without
merit. Contrary to the accused's averments, direct and firsthand testimony regarding the stock examination and finding
the stock shortage was provided by Myrna O. Navera, the
Provincial Accountant of NFA-Albayfor 34 years. She affirmed
in court that she personally conducted the stock examination
of the stock accountabilities of the accused at the NFA
warehouse in Ligao City for the period March 27, 1997 to
January 23, 2003. She detailed the procedure undertaken
during the examination and brought to court random samples
of the WSR, WSI and Weekly Stock Inventory Report prepared
by the accused which were the basis of her stock examination.
Neither does the absence of a COAAudit Report bar the
institution of malversation against the accused as an
accountable officer. There is simply no law or rule making
such COA Audit Report a condition sine qua non in order to
prove the existence of shortage in public funds or property.
COA State Auditor Emilia Frial, who was Resident Auditor of
NFA-Albayfrom 1999 to January 10, 2010 testified that after
the NFA warehouse in Ligao City was closed in 2003, she
participated in liquidating the accused's accountability, from
September 2008 to March 2009. She declared that NFA can
issue a demand letter and file a case against its accountable
officer even without a COA audit report since NFA has the
primary responsibility to safeguard its funds and property.w

Aggrieved, Serrano filed a notice of appeal, which clearly
stated Sandiganbayan as the proper appellate court.?? The RTC,
however, erroneously forwarded the records to the Court of
Appeals (CA).28

25

Rollo,

pp. 26-27. Penned by Presiding Judge Edwin C. Ma-alat.

Id.
Notice of Appeal, rollo, p. 28-29.
28 Order dated August 14, 2018, rollo, p. 32.
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The CA Ruling
In a Resolution-? promulgated on July 12,2019, the CA
Tenth Division transmitted the entire record of the case to the
Sandiganbayan,
citing
this
Court's
exclusive
appellate
jurisdiction. It did not find fault in accused-appellant
for the
erroneous appeal, since the duty to transmit the records to the
proper court devolves upon the RTC.30

The Issue Before the Court
The issue for the Court's resolution is whether or not the
RTC correctly convicted Serrano of the crime charged.

The Court's Ruling
The appeal is bereft of merit.
Malversation of public funds or property is defined and
penalized under Article 217 of the RPC, as amended, as follows:

Art. 217. Malversation of public funds or property Presumption of Malversation. - Any public officer who, by
reason of the duties of his office, is accountable for public
funds or property, shall appropriate the same, or shall take or
misappropriate or shall consent, or through abandonment or
neglect, shall permit any other person to take such public
funds or property, wholly or partially, or shall otherwise be
guilty of misappropriation or malversation of such funds or
property x x x.
xxxx
The failure of a public officer to have duly forthcoming
any public funds or property with which he is chargeable,
upon demand by any duly authorized officer, shall be prima
facie evidence that he has put such funds or property to
personal use.

The elements of the crime are as follows: a) that the
offender is a public officer; (b) that she had custody or control
of the funds or property by reason of the duties of her office; (c)
29

Rollo, pp. 78-83. Penned by AssociateJusticeEduardoB. Peralta,Jr., and concurred

in by Associate Justices Ramon R. Garcia and Gabriel T. Robeniol.
30 Id. at 81.
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that those funds or property were public funds or property for
which she was accountable; and, (d) that she appropriated,
took, misappropriated or consented or, through abandonment
or negligence, permitted another person to take them."! After a
judicious perusal of the case, the Court finds the confluence of
the foregoing elements to uphold Serrano's conviction.
As the records show, Serrano is a public officer, being the
Warehouse Supervisor II of the NFA-owned warehouse in Ligao
City. As such, she has overall control and supervision over
warehouse operations. One of her tasks is the preparation and
issuance of warehouse stocks receipts (WSRs) and warehouse
stock issues (WSls), pertaining to stocks that are received by
and released from the warchouse.e- After a stock examination
of NFA warehouses supervised by Serrano was conducted by
NFAAlbay, stock shortages were discovered. After deduction of
the TOLA as computed by the RTAC, a total deficit in the
amount of Php5,228,880.5533 was computed, which Serrano
failed to produce upon demand. Per receipts presented by the
Cashier of NFA Albay during trial, Serrano was able to pay
Php90,000.34 Hence, Serrano's remaining liability amounted to
Php5,138,880.55.
As held in the case of Villanueva v. Sandiqanbauon.s>
which also involved a criminal charge for malversation against
a warehouseman of the NFA,the Supreme Court held:
In malversation, all that is necessary to prove is that the
accused received in his possession public funds, that he could
not account for them and did not give a reasonable excuse for
the disappearance
of the same. An accountable public officer
may be convicted of malversation even if there is no direct
evidence of misappropriation
and the only evidence is that
there is a shortage in his accounts which he has not been able
to explain satisfactorily.

Accused-appellant's failure to account for the stock
shortage upon demand thereby gave rise to the presumption
that she had converted the property or funds to her personal
use, which presumption ~he failed to rebut with competent
evidence. Accordingly, her conviction for malversation stands.

34

Angelica Anzia Fajardo v. People, G.R. No. 239823, September 25,2019.
RTC Judgment, rollo, p. 159.
Id. at 157.
Id. at 159.

35

G.R. No. 95627; August 16; 1991.

31
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On appeal before this Court, Serrano argued that the
fourth element of malversation, i.e., that she appropriated, took,
misappropriated or consented through abandonment or
negligence, permitted another person to take public property or
public funds under her custody.w She further argued that the
RTC had adjudged her guilty notwithstanding the fact that all
prosecution witnesses had no personal knowledge on the
computation of her alleged accountability over the stocks in her
custody.>? She maintained that mere shortages are not
sufficient to convict her of malversation as it was vital that the
computation of the shortage must be presented and established
through an audit done regularly, completely and thoroughly by
the COA,38and not by the NFA,as what happened in this case.
Further, she contended that the Indorsement of the COA,
presented by the prosecution during trial, could not be a valid
substitute to a COAaudit report.e?
Serrano's contentions are without merit.
Firstly, the audit or stock examination conducted by NFA
Albay on the warehouse under Serrano's supervision, which
showed stock shortages, was proven to be regular, complete and
thorough. The audit was done in accordance with the existing
standard operating procedures of the NFA, and the findings
were supported by substantial evidence such as the WSRs,
WSIs and Weekly Stock Inventory Report, all duly signed by
accused-appellant. She was also given a copy of the Report, and
had 30 days to review or request for an adjustment thereof. As
records showed, she did not contest or request for an
adjustment, but rather signed the said Report.
The subsequent computation of the TOLAby the RTAC
was also in accord with the existing computing system based on
existing guidelines, as stated by witness Navarro during crossexamination.w Again, accused-appellant did not dispute or
appeal the TOLAcomputation; instead, she received and signed
the same.
,

The RTC correctly held that while COA is primarily
mandated by the Constitution and existing laws to conduct post
audit in financial transactions and operations of agencies such
Appellant's Brief, rollo, pp. 147-148.
Id. at 148-149.
38 Id. at 149.
39 Id.
36

37

40
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as the NFA, this does not preclude the NFA from conducting an
audit of its accountable officer and commencing the appropriate
criminal action based on the result thereof.
Witness Frial, who was then-COA Resident Auditor of NFA
Albay from 1999 to 2010, confirmed her personal knowledge
regarding the closure of the subject NFA warehouse in 2003 due
to a complaint
and subsequent
audit/liquidation
(from
September 2008 to March 2009) of Serrano's accountability
thereat. Frial was furnished the stock examination report for
review in January 2010, but was unable to sign it due to her
reassignment to another agency. During her testimony, she also
presented a written endorsement from the COA Legal Affairs
Office, stating that the NFA can issue a demand letter and file a
case against its accountable officer even without a COA audit
report since the agency has the primary responsibility to
safeguard its government funds and property.t!
Secondly, it has been consistently ruled by the Supreme
Court that a COA report is not a pre-requisite
to the
determination of liability in cases of malversation.
In Dimayuga v. Office of the Ombudsmari."?

it was held:

Furthermore, although the COA report may aid the
Office of the Ombudsman in conducting its preliminary
investigation, such report is not a prerequisite. Both the
Constitution and the Ombudsman Act of 1989 state that the
Office of the Ombudsman may undertake an investigation on
complaint or on its own initiative. Therefore, with or without
the report from COA, the Ombudsman can conduct a
preliminary investigation. This Court has declared that the
findings in a COA report or the finality or lack of finality of
such report is irrelevant to the investigation of the Office of
the Ombudsman in its determination of probable cause.
In Cabrera v. Marcelo, this Court declared:
Petitioners cannot fault the Ombudsman
for relying on the
COA Audit Report,
notwithstanding that it had not yet attained
finality. The initial basis for the Ombudsman's
investigation was not the COA Audit Report, but
the complaints filed by Casanova. While the
allegations in the complaint happened to be
similar with those contained in the COAAudit
Report, the Ombudsman could very well

41

RTC Judgment, rollo, p. 162

42

G.R. No. 129099, July 20,2006.
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conduct an independent investigation based
on the complaints for the purpose of whether
criminal charges should be filed against the
petitioners. The Ombudsman is reposed with
broad investigatory powers in the pursuit and of
its constitutional mandate as protector of the
people and investigator of complaints filed
against public officials. It is even empowered to
request from any government agency such as the
COA, the information necessary in the discharge
of its responsibilities and to examine, if
necessary, pertinent records and documents.
It should be borne in mind that the
interest of the COAis solely administrative,
and that its investigation does not foreclose
the Ombudsman'sauthority to investigate and
determine whether there is a crime to be
prosecuted for which a public official is
answerable. In Ramos v. Aquino, the Court ruled
that the fact that petitioners' accounts and
vouchers had passed in audit is not a ground for
enjoining the provincial fiscal from conducting a
preliminary investigation for the purpose of
determining the criminal liability of petitioners for
malversation. Clearly then, a finding of
probable cause does not derive its veracity
from the findings of the COA, but from the
independent
determination
of
the
Ombudsman. [Emphasis in the original; citations
omitted]

The pronouncement
likewise instructive:

In Layus

v. Sandiqanbauan=

The contention that a prior COA Report is necessary to
determine LAYUS'culpability is without merit. Under R.A. No.
6770, the Ombudsman has the power to investigate and
prosecute individuals on matters and complaints referred to
or filed before it. Such power is plenary.
We likewise disagree with LAYUS' reliance on the
regularity of her COA Report. A COA approval of a
government official's disbursement only relates to the
administrative aspect of his accountability, but it does
not foreclose the Ombudsman's authority to investigate
and determine whether there is a crime to be prosecuted
for which such official may be answerable. For, while the
COA may regard a government official to have substantially
complied with its accounting rules, this fact is not sufficient

43

G.R. No. 134272, December 8, 1999.
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to dismiss the criminal case. [Emphasis supplied, citations
omitted]

Thirdly, as clearly stated in the testimony of witness
Navera, Provincial Accountant ofNFAAlbay, she also personally
conducted the stock examination pertaining to the NFA
warehouse managed and supervised by accused-appellant
during the time material to this case.v' This fact was not refuted
by accused-appellant.
Finally, Serrano argued that she should be presumed
innocent until the contrary is proven beyond reasonable doubt.
She insists that the burden lies on the prosecution to overcome
the presumption of innocence accorded to her by the
Constitution by presenting the quantum of evidence required.tThe correlation of the presumption of innocence in the
Constitution and the presumption of malversation in the RPC,
as amended, has already been discussed by the Supreme Court
in Wa-acon v. People.t> which coincidentally involves another
NFA employee charged with malversation. The Court therein
elucidated:
Article 217, as amended by Republic Act 1060, no
longer requires proof by the State that the accused actually
appropriated, took, or misappropriated public funds or
property. Instead, a presumption, though disputable and
rebuttable, was installed that upon demand by any duly
authorized officer, the failure of a public officer to have duly
forthcoming any public funds or property-with which said
officer is accountable-should be prima facie evidence that he
had put such missing funds or properties to personal use.
When these circumstances are present, a "presumption of
law" arises that there was malversation of public funds or
properties as decreed by Article 217. A "presumption of law"
is sanctioned by a statute prescribing that "a certain inference
must be made whenever facts appear which furnish the basis
of the interference." x x x When there is a presumption of law,
the onus probandi (burden of proof), generally imposed upon
the State, is now shifted to the party against whom the
interference is made to adduce satisfactory evidence to rebut
the presumption and hence, to demolish the primafacie case.
Neither can accused petitioner claim that such
presumption under Article 217 violates the constitutional
guarantee of presumption of innocence for "the
44
45
46

RTC Judgment, rollo, p. 159.
Id. at 150.
G.R. No. 164575, December 6,2006.
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establishment of a prima facie case does not take away
the presumption of innocence which may x x x be such as
to rebut and control it." Such prima facie evidence, if
unexplained or uncontradicted, "can counterbalance the
presumption of innocence to warrant a conviction."
[Emphasis supplied, citations omitted]

Having established that warehouse stocks amounting to
Php5,138,880.55 was in her custody by reason of her public
position, it was incumbent upon her to produce the same upon
demand or explain its whereabouts; failing in which, the
presumption of malversation arises, as there is no competent
evidence to rebut the same, the presumption stands and her
conviction consequently upheld.
the appeal is DENIED. The Judgment
dated May 30, 2018 of the Regional Trial Court of Ligao City,
Albay, Branch 14 in Criminal Case No. 7723 is hereby
WHEREFORE,

AFFIRMED.
SO ORDERED.

Quezon City, Metro Manila, Philippines.
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